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INTRODUCTION

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRONICS IS THE USE OF SENSORS TO DETECT AND RESPOND TO EXTERNAL STIMULI SUCH AS TOUCH, PRESSURE, WATER, HEAT, LIGHT, MAGNETIC FIELDS AND SO FORTH. THESE ARE AMONG THE SENSOR APPLICATIONS IN THIS MINI-NOTEBOOK. YOU CAN MAKE SOME SENSORS, AND MANY SENSORS AND SENSING SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM RADIO SHACK STORES AND RADIO SHACK UNLIMITED.

DESIGN TIPS

1. THE UBQUITOUS 741 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER IS USED IN THIS MINI-NOTEBOOK. BUT YOU CAN SUBSTITUTE NEWER OP AMPS IF YOU DO NOT EXCEED THEIR MAXIMUM POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE. BE SURE TO CHECK THE PIN OUTLINE.

2. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, USE 1/4 OR 1/2 WATT RESISTORS AND CAPACITORS RATED FOR AT LEAST THE POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE. IF EXACT VALUES ARE UNAVAILABLE, YOU CAN USUALLY SUBSTITUTE VALUES WITHIN 10 TO 20% OF THE SPECIFIED VALUE.

3. ALWAYS BUILD A TEST VERSION OF A CIRCUIT ON A SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD BEFORE MAKING A PERMANENT VERSION. THIS WILL ALLOW YOU TO MAKE MODIFICATIONS TO THE CIRCUIT.

SAFETY FIRST

1. POWER SENSOR CIRCUITS WITH BATTERIES.

2. DO-IT-YOURSELF SENSOR CIRCUITS ARE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OR WHEN HUMAN LIFE OR SAFETY IS AT RISK.
ELECTRONIC SENSORS

An electronic sensor responds to an external stimulus such as light, sound, pressure, vibration or temperature. Most sensors can be placed in one of two categories: simple go-no-go sensors that act much like an on-off switch and analog sensors whose output is proportional to the stimulus.

GO-NO-GO SENSORS

Go-no-go sensors are also known as on-off, yes-no or binary sensors. Some are simple mechanical devices such as magnetic proximity switches and vibration sensors like those used in various security systems.

MAGNETIC REED SWITCH (MAGNET SENSOR)  PENDULUM SWITCH (VIBRATION SENSOR)

Some go-no-go sensors include an analog sensor and a circuit that switches on (or off) when the amplitude of what is being sensed exceeds (or falls below) a certain level. Often the point at which the circuit switches can be adjusted by adding or changing the value of an external resistor or by a digital switch array.

ANALOG SENSORS

Many kinds of analog sensors are readily available. Some of the most common are described here.

PHOTORESISTOR

Light-sensitive resistor whose resistance changes with light.

PHOTODIODE

Light-sensitive diode which produces a current in response to light.

THERMISTOR

Temperature-sensitive resistor whose resistance changes with temperature.

MICROPHONE

Sound-sensitive sensor which produces a voltage or changes a capacitance as the sound level changes.

PIEZOELECTRIC

Various crystals or ceramics which produce a voltage when bent, vibrated or subjected to mechanical shock.
BASIC SENSOR CIRCUITS

Electronic sensors require a device that indicates when something has been sensed. The indicator for a simple go-no-go sensor such as a magnet switch can be a lamp, LED or buzzer.

The output device for an analog sensor can be an analog or digital meter, an oscilloscope, or a computer.

Many analog sensors require a circuit to prepare the signal for an output indicator. An especially useful circuit is the operational amplifier (op amp). The op amp can transform the tiny current from a photodiode into a voltage that is easily indicated by a meter.

SENSORS AND COMPUTERS

Go-no-go sensors can be easily connected to computers and digital circuits.

Analog sensors require a circuit that transforms the signal from the sensor into digital form that a computer can understand. One approach is to change the signal into a string of pulses whose frequency is proportional to the amplitude of the signal. The computer is then programmed to count the pulses during a given time.

An analog-to-digital converter (A/D converter) changes a signal from a sensor into a binary number proportional to the amplitude of the signal.
TOUCH SWITCHES
USE A STANDARD SWITCH WHEN POSSIBLE. FOR SPECIAL APPLICATIONS OR FOR ULTRA-THIN SWITCHES TRY THESE SWITCHES.

MULTI-LAYER SWITCH

- Press

A. OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY FILM WITH ALUMINUM FOIL SQUARES ATTACHED TO LOWER SIDE WITH CEMENT OR DOUBLE-SIDED TAPE.

B. SAME MATERIAL AS A WITH A HOLE PUNCHED AT EACH SWITCH POSITION.

C. MAKE ETCHED CIRCUIT BOARD AS SHOWN OR POSITION SWITCH ELEMENTS OVER FOIL PATTERN IN A PRE-ETCHED BOARD.

TACTILE FEEDBACK SWITCH

- Press

OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY FILM WITH ALUMINUM FOIL CEMENTED OR TAPE TO LOWER SIDE AND CEMENTED OR TAPE TO ETCHED CIRCUIT BOARD WITH COMB PATTERN.

WHISKER-STYLE LEVER SWITCH

ATTACH STIFF PLASTIC ROD OR MUSIC WIRE TO MOVABLE LEVER ON A LEVER SWITCH TO MAKE A WHISKER SWITCH.

LEVER WHISKER SWITCH (A, B - SEE BELOW)

WHISKER SWITCH APPLICATIONS:

ROBOTICS - SENSE PRESENCE OF OBJECTS.

INDUSTRY - HANG WHISKER OVER CONVEYOR BELT TO DETECT CARTONS AND OBJECTS PASSING BY.

RESEARCH - DRAG WHISKER OVER SMOKE OR GRASS TO DETECT AND COUNT ROCKS AND PLANTS.

PHYSICS OF LEVER SWITCHES

THE WHISKER SWITCH IS A SECOND CLASS LEVER.

APPLIED FORCE X A = RESISTANCE FORCE X B

OUNCE = 28.35 GRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORCE (grams)</th>
<th>A (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS BELOW FROM POSTAGE SCALE AND RULER TAPED TO SWITCH LEVER. RULER WAS PRESSED AGAINST SCALE PLATFORM.
PUFF SWITCH

A puff switch is closed by air pressure or simply by blowing into a tube. Puff switches are expensive and hard to find, but you can easily make them. Of the various kinds I have made, the type shown here is the most reliable.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION:

 Blow here 

Moisture in your breath will condense inside the tube and cause a switch mechanism to close or stick. This method keeps moisture away from the switch. Below is a demonstration switch which can form the basis of a working puff switch.

AQUARIUM TUBING

BINDER CLIPS: SMALL MEDIUM

PERIODICALLY REMOVE AND CLEAN TUBE

THIS ARRANGEMENT ALLOWS YOU TO QUICKLY MAKE A DEMONSTRATION PUFF SWITCH, FOR PERMANENT USE INSTALL IN A PLASTIC BOX CONNECTED TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD WITH A BRASS AQUARIUM TUBE WHERE JUNCTION AND SWITCH WIRING.

PAPER CLIP SWITCH

PRESS

6-32 SCREW, WASHER AND NUT

PHONE PLUG SWITCH

INSERT PLUG IN JACK TO CLOSE SWITCH. PULL PLUG FROM JACK TO OPEN SWITCH.

TILT SWITCH

OFF

STEEL AIR GUN SHOT (BB) ROLLS AGAINST THE TERMINALS IN A 1/8 INCH PHONE PLUG. INVERT PHONE PLUG TO OPEN SWITCH.

Prototype used zinc-plated, 4.5 mm BB coated with a layer of protective lacquer which does not conduct electricity. Therefore, I placed BB in small hole bored in wood, melted solder over it and pushed BB from hole with soldering iron. (BB was hot!)
**Music Wire Vibration Sensor**

Music wire (available from hobby and craft stores) is stiff steel wire that springs back to its original position after being bent gently. Music wire can be used to make many kinds of tilt and vibration switches that work in various positions. Caution: use do-it-yourself sensor like this only for battery-powered applications!

**Circuit Board (No Copper)**

- **Hardware:** #32 or #24

---

**Piezoelectric Vibration Sensor**

Certain crystals and ceramics bend in response to a voltage and generate a voltage when bent. This property is the piezoelectric effect. A piezoelectric buzzer element is a sensitive vibration sensor. Try this:

**Tap**

Piezo buzzer element, super bright LED. Tap the piezo element with a pencil while looking into the end of the LED. Each tap will cause the LED to flash.

The setup below is a seismic sensor. The version I made detected trains 1 mile (1.6 km) away. Connect the leads from the piezo element to an analog volt meter. Seismic vibrations will cause the needle to jump up to a volt or so. The weight can be a lead fishing weight or a 9-volt battery.
PENDULUM SWITCH

PENDULUM SWITCHES ARE IDEAL FOR DETECTING TILT AND VIBRATION. THEY ARE USED IN SECURITY SYSTEMS AND SEISMIC SENSORS. PENDULUM SWITCHES ARE EASILY MADE FROM READILY AVAILABLE MATERIALS. HERE'S ONE YOU CAN MAKE.

*SOLDER LUG
*WRAPPING WIRE
*L BRACKET
*WASHER
*CHASSIS
*OPTIONAL SECOND SENSOR DECK
*OPTIONAL DAMPING FLUID (MINERAL OIL)

P21 AND P22 ARE PIEZOELECTRIC BUZZERS.
LEAD FISHING WEIGHT

WASHER—USE TINNED WASHER. SOLDER A WIRE TO WASHER. CEMENT WASHER OVER HOLE DRILLED IN THE SENSOR DECK.

CHASSIS IS PLASTIC OR METAL ENCLOSURE.
SENSOR DECK IS CIRCUIT BOARD MATERIAL (WITHOUT COPPER FOIL). SECOND SENSOR DECK HAS WASHER WITH LARGER HOLE THAN WASHER IN UPPER DECK. THIS PROVIDES A SECOND SIGNAL AS TILT OR VIBRATION IS INCREASED.

PENDULUM QUADRANT SWITCH

REPLACE THE SIMPLE GO-NO GO WASHER SWITCH ON THE FACEING PAGE WITH A CIRCULAR ARRAY OF FOUR OR MORE SEGMENTS AND YOU CAN MAKE A SWITCH WHICH INDICATES THE DIRECTION OF TILT OR VIBRATION.

USE #18 OR LARGER COPPER WIRE TO MAKE SEGMENTS

NON-CONDUCTIVE BOARD

HOLDS SECURE SEGMENT WIRES

SELECT VALUES FROM TABLE ABOVE.

TO PENDULUM

R1
10K

R2
1K

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{C} & \text{TONE(Hz)} \\
\text{2} & 47 \mu F \\
\text{3} & 2 \mu F \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{4} & 1.2 \mu F \\
\text{5} & 10 \mu F \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{6} & 22 \mu F \\
\text{7} & 100 \mu F \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{8} & 1 \mu F \\
\text{9} & 0.1 \mu F \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{10} & 0.02 \mu F \\
\text{11} & 0.01 \mu F \\
\text{12} & 0.002 \mu F \\
\end{array} \]
SWITCH-TYPE ALARM SYSTEMS

Many security alarm systems use on-off (SPST) switches to detect open doors and windows or vibration. Magnet switches, metal foil (which breaks when a window is broken) and vibration sensors are often used.

TYPICAL MAGNET SWITCH

![Diagram of a typical magnet switch]

BASIC OPEN-CIRCUIT ALARM

![Diagram of a basic open-circuit alarm]

ALARM (bell, siren, buzzer or lamp) is activated when a switch closes. But this circuit is easily defeated simply by cutting a wire.

IMPROVED OPEN-CIRCUIT ALARM

![Diagram of an improved open-circuit alarm]

When a sensor switch is closed the relay pulls in and the alarm stays on until the reset switch is opened. The circuit can be defeated by cutting a wire before closing a sensor.

CLOSED-CIRCUIT ALARM

This circuit monitors the sensor switches continuously. The alarm is activated if a switch wire is cut. The relay draws current continuously.
INTELLIGENT SWITCH SENSOR

Wired security systems are more secure when the sensor switches are normally closed and connected in series like this:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
S1 & S2 & S3 & S4 & S5 \\
\bullet & \circ & \circ & \circ & \circ
\end{array}
\]

When a switch is opened an alarm sounds or a lamp flashes on, but the circuit does not indicate which switch is open. This circuit does:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
S1 & S2 & S3 & S4 & S5 \\
\circ & \circ & \circ & \circ & \circ
\end{array}
\]

R1 1K 2.2K 3.3K 4.7K

Normally the output is close to 0 ohm. When a switch is opened, a corresponding resistance appears at the output. With the resistances above, if the output is 2.2K then S2 is open. This method also indicates which of two or more switches are open. With the values above, if the output is 5.5K, then switches 2 and 3 are open.

IMPORTANT TIPS

Use great care when designing and installing security alarm systems. Be sure batteries are fresh and test the system often.

INTELLIGENT SECURITY ALARM

S1-S5: Normally closed magnet switches

R1 10K (R1-R5: 1/4W)
R2 22K
R3 22K
R4 47K
R5 100K

S7: Press to test

operate readout

S6: Normally closed pushbutton switch

RELAY (9V, 500mA)

Press and release S8 to activate

B1 -12V

RESISTANCE INDICATED BY METER REVEALS WHICH SWITCH IS OPEN

S7: SPDT switch

OPERATION:

1. Press S6 to test. (Buzzer will sound)
2. If alarm sounds, toggle S7 to the readout position to silence buzzer, then switch on ohm meter and read the resistance. If resistance is only a few ohms, the battery is too weak to pull in the relay.
FIRE OR WATER SENSOR

This normally-closed switch is kept closed by a substance that melts when hot or dissolves when wet. For safety, the switch opens if it is destroyed.

Fire: Place section of birthday candle in sensor gap. Switch will open when wax melts or if clothespin burns away.

Water: Place aspirin or other water soluble tablet or capsule in sensor gap.

Pull Switch

Use this switch to activate a light, siren or buzzer when a door, window or mailbox is opened. The version shown here is normally open. This means the switch can be bypassed by cutting its leads.

For normally closed operation use the switch on facing page and adjust screw so that it touches the paper clip when the pull strip is in place. A thicker pull strip might be necessary if you use the normally closed switch. Use screws or cement to mount switch.

File the head of one or both screws so closing the switch will cause the screws to press together and not slide to one side.

Plastic pull strip is cut from plastic milk or soft drink bottle.

For battery-powered applications only!

Pull to activate.
VOLTAGE SENSORS

GO-NO GO VOLTAGE SENSORS HAVE MANY USEFUL APPLICATIONS. THEY CAN BE MADE USING ZENER DIODES OR COMPARATORS.

ZENER DIODE VOLTAGE SENSOR

LED WILL GLOW WHEN INPUT VOLTAGE EXCEEDS BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE OF D1.

\[ R_1 = \frac{(V_{\text{IN}} - V_{\text{LED}})}{I_{\text{LED}}} \]

\( V_{\text{LED}} \) RANGES FROM ABOUT 2.0 TO 2.7 VOLTS FOR VISIBLE LEDS (SEE LED SPECIFICATIONS).

\( I_{\text{LED}} \) IS DESIRED CURRENT THROUGH LED. FOR 10 mA CURRENT, \( I_{\text{LED}} \) IS 0.01.

BARGRAPH VOLTAGE SENSOR

THE LEDS GLOW FROM 1 TO 5 AS INPUT VOLTAGE RISES FROM ABOUT 5 TO 15 VOLTS. OK TO USE ZENER DIODES WITH OTHER BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES.
ANALOG PRESSURE SENSOR

Pressure sensors are easily made from simple materials. This one changes the resistance of a potentiometer.

Press

Wood Dowel

Bar

Spring

Potentiometer Shaft

Attach spring to bar and chassis with screw, nut and washer.

Make bar from wood or plastic, secure to shaft of potentiometer with cement or set screw.

Chassis: use aluminum enclosure.

Installation

SIMPLE PRESSURE SENSOR

This simple sensor does not provide the consistency of a potentiometer, but it is very easy to make.

Pressure

Printed Circuit Board

Conductive Plastic Foam

Printed Circuit Board

Polish copper side of both boards. Solder connection wires to each board. Then sandwich conductive plastic foam (used to protect IC's) between copper sides of the boards. Place sensor in small plastic box to hold it together.

Pressure-to-voltage

+9 V

Rs is sensor

R3

10k to 100k

R4 and R1 form voltage divider. Reducing Rs increases the voltage at R2. Adjust R1 to calibrate.

R2

1k

R1

10k

3 +

-9 V

Negative voltage out

Experiment with values of R1 and R3 to give desired output. Connect R3 to +9 V to give positive voltage out.
**STRAIN SENSORS**

A strain gauge is a resistor having a resistance which changes when the resistor is bent or twisted. You can easily make a working strain gauge.

**Flexible Graphite Plastic Pencil (Roughen with sand paper if necessary)**

- **Note:** Some pencils do not have graphite lead.

**Multimeter—Resistance Setting**

- Bend sensor toward graphite side to reduce or away from graphite side to increase resistance.

- Connect sensor to clip leads or use method below.

- Copper PCB board | Copper PCB board
- Solder |

- Graphite side (bottom) wire |

**Strain Sensor Applications**

- My first strain gauge project monitored the movement of a model rocket, installed in a wind tunnel strapped to the side of a 1966 Chevy. It worked. Here are other applications:

  - **Pressure-sensitive resistor** — Use strain sensor to control frequency of audio oscillator or gain of amplifier.

  - **Pressure-sensitive switch** — Use strain sensor as very sensitive touch switch.

  - **Accelerometer** — Attach weight to one end of strain sensor. Movement will change resistance of sensor.

  - **Scale** — Attach strain sensor to bottom side of flexible platform, calibrate by placing items of known weight on platform.

  - **Experimental** — Robotics and detection of vibration and movement.

**Strain Sensor Designs**

Try these variations to increase sensitivity or make single-ended sensors.

- Calibrate or adjust resistance by lightly stroking pencil eraser across graphite.

- Try coating graphite with thin layer of paint to protect from unwanted changes in resistance.
**Strain Sensor Relay**

This circuit can be adjusted to pull in a relay when sensor is bent or twisted.

```
+9 V
R4 47
R3 1K
Q1 2N2222
R2 10K
R1 1M
RELAY 500 ohms, 9 volts
```

**Strain Sensor Tone Generator**

The frequency of the tone from the speaker changes when the sensor is bent or twisted.

```
+9 V
INCREASE VALUE OF C1 TO REDUCE FREQUENCY.
```

**Strain Sensor Amplifier**

This circuit converts the change in the resistance of a strain sensor to a change in voltage.

```
+9 V
R1 1M
```

This circuit amplifies the current through the strain sensor (I_in) by 1,000,000. It is therefore very sensitive. Reduce the resistance of R1 to reduce gain (V_out = I_in x R1).

**Results with Typical Strain Sensor (V_out):**

- Flat: 1.48 V
- Bend out: 1.32 V
- Bend in: 2.25 V
- Use narrow line when gain is high.
MAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR
A compass is a magnetic field sensor. A light sensor can detect tiny movements of a compass needle caused by electric motors, magnets, and solar activity.

SINGLE SENSOR

PHOTORESISTOR OR PHOTOTRANSISTOR

NORTH S-SOUTH

DUAL SENSOR

USE CLEAR, DOUBLE-SIDED TAPE TO ATTACH SENSORS TO TOP OF TRANSPARENT COMPASS. TAPE
PHOTOSENSORS BLACK PAPER OVER SENSORS.

TEST BY PLACING COMPASS ON CLEAR BOX ON WHITE PAPER. ROOM LIGHT WILL BE REFLECTED UPWARD. INSTALL COMPASS AND LED IN LIGHT-TIGHT BOX.

MAGNETIC FIELD SWITCH
LIGHT-TIGHT ENCLOSURE
ROTATE COMPASS 50 PC1 IS OVER NEEDLE +9 V

PC1 COMPASS

R1 100 K

R2 CONTROLS SENSITIVITY 1 K

R3

LEDS

ADJUST COMPASS AND R2 SO LED SWITCHES ON WHEN A MAGNET IS MOVED NEAR COMPASS.

MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER
LIGHT-TIGHT ENCLOSURE
ROTATE COMPASS SO PC1 AND PC2 ARE OVER NEEDLE +9 V

R3-1 TD 100 K

V TO ANALOG MULTIMETER

ADJUST R1 UNTIL METER NEEDLE IS NEAR CENTER OF SCALE. WHEN R3 IS 10 K, CIRCUIT DETECTS SLIGHT MOVEMENT OF STRONG MAGNET & METERS (SLOWLY) AWAY.
VIDEO MONITOR SENSORS

TAPE A LIGHT-SENSITIVE PHOTOSENSOR, PHOTOTRANSISTOR OR SOLAR CELL TO THE SCREEN OF A VIDEO MONITOR. A SPOT OF LIGHT FLASHED ON THE SCREEN UNDER THE LIGHT SENSOR CAN THEN CONTROL A TONE GENERATOR, LIGHT OR RELAY. THIS LIGHT ON THE MONITOR'S SCREEN REPLACES CONNECTION WIRES BETWEEN THE MONITOR AND THE DEVICE BEEN CONTROLLED.

1. BUSY SIGNAL - WHEN A PROGRAM TAKES LOTS OF TIME TO CRUNCH DATA, USE THE MOUSE TO MOVE THE BUSY ICON (●●●) UNTIL IT IS UNDER A LIGHT SENSOR TAPE ON THE SCREEN. CONNECT THE SENSOR TO A TONE GENERATOR. A VERY DISTINCT CHANGE IN THE SOUND OF THE TONE WILL OCCUR WHEN THE BUSY ICON CHANGES TO THE CURSOR SYMBOL. THIS WILL ALLOW YOU TO DO SOMETHING ELSE WHILE YOU ARE WAITING FOR THE COMPUTER TO COMPLETE AN OPERATION.

2. CONTROLLER - WRITE PROGRAMS IN BASIC, QBasic OR OTHER LANGUAGES THAT PLACE BLOCKS OF LIGHT ON A BLACK BACKGROUND DIRECTLY UNDER ONE OR MORE LIGHT SENSORS. THIS WILL ALLOW YOUR COMPUTER TO CONTROL EXTERNAL LIGHTS, SOUNDS AND RELAYS UNDER PROGRAM CONTROL.

3. DRIVE SIGNAL - TAPE A LIGHT SENSOR OVER THE INDICATOR LIGHT FOR A HARD DRIVE OR CD-ROM DRIVE. CONNECT THE SENSOR TO A TONE GENERATOR. EACH TIME THE DRIVE IS ACCESSED A TONE WILL SOUND.

4. VIDEO CAMERA - VIDEO CAMERAS ARE IDEAL FOR WATCHING A SLEEPING BABY OR A FRONT PORCH. BUT YOU MUST WATCH THE MONITOR TO KNOW WHEN SOMETHING HAS HAPPENED. TAPE ONE OR MORE LIGHT SENSORS TO THE PART OF THE SCREEN WHERE MOVEMENT OR CHANGES ARE MOST LIKELY TO OCCUR. THEN CONNECT THE SENSOR TO A THRESHOLD DETECTOR. WHEN THE IMAGE ON THE MONITOR CHANGES, A BUZZER WILL SOUND.

PLEASE NOTE - WHILE ALL THESE APPLICATIONS HAVE BEEN TESTED, THEY ARE EXPERIMENTAL. THE RESULTS YOU OBTAIN WILL BE SUBJECT TO INTERFERENCE FROM AMBIENT LIGHT AND TO HOW AND WHERE YOU ATTACH THE LIGHT SENSOR TO THE MONITOR.

VIDEO MONITOR TONE GENERATOR

[Diagram of tone generator circuit with components labeled: Photocell (PC1), Buzzer, Capacitor (C1), Resistor (R1), Battery (B220), and Speaker (8Ω).]

INCREASE VALUE OF C1 TO REDUCE FREQUENCY OF TONE.

OK TO REPLACE SPEAKER WITH PIEZOELECTRIC BUZZER ELEMENT (RED WIRE TO PIN 4 AND BLACK WIRE TO PIN 3.)
VIDEO MONITOR RELAY CIRCUITS

These circuits provide a simple means for controlling external devices with a video monitor.

**LIGHT-ACTIVATED RELAY**

Relay drops out when screen at PCL is bright.

**DARK-ACTIVATED RELAY**

Relay pulls in when screen at PCL is dark.

IMPROVED VIDEO MONITOR RELAY

This circuit uses dual phototransistors to provide differential operation. Changes in room lighting cause the same resistance change in both phototransistors, thus they cancel one another. Only when PCl receives more light than PC2 is the circuit unbalanced and the relay actuated.

![Circuit diagram](image)
VIDEO MONITOR SENSOR PROGRAMS

HERE ARE SOME SIMPLE PROGRAMS THAT
DEMONSTRATE HOW A COMPUTER CAN CONTROL
EXTERNAL DEVICES VIA ONE OR MORE LIGHT
SENSORS THAT RECEIVE PROGRAMMED FLAXES
OF LIGHT FROM THE MONITOR'S SCREEN.

THIS QBASIC PROGRAM PLACES AN "X" AT
THE SAME PLACE ON THE SCREEN FOR 10
ON-OFF CYCLES:

CLS
REM X ON X OFF DEMO
FOR A = 1 TO 10
LOCATE 20, 50: PRINT "X"
FOR N = 1 TO 1000: NEXT N
LOCATE 20, 50: PRINT "X"
FOR N = 1 TO 1000: NEXT N
NEXT A
END

HOW THIS PROGRAM WORKS:

FOR A = 1 TO 10 CONTROLS NUMBER OF
ON-OFF CYCLES. FOR EXAMPLE, CHANGE
10 TO 100 FOR 100 CYCLES.
LOCATE 20, 50: PRINT "X" PLACES AN "X" AT
ROW 20, COLUMN 50. A TYPICAL MONITOR HAS
25 ROWS AND 80 COLUMNS. YOU CAN PLACE
THE "X" ANYWHERE WITHIN THIS RANGE.

FOR N = 1 TO 1000: NEXT N DETERMINES
HOW LONG THE "X" STAYS ON AND OFF.
INCREASE THE SECOND NUMBER TO INCREASE
THE DELAY.

FOR FLASHING CURSOR, CHANGE LOCATE STATEMENTS:
LOCATE 20, 50, 1, 0, 7 (CURSOR ON)
LOCATE 20, 50, 1, 1, 0 (CURSOR OFF)

THIS PROGRAM ALTERNATELY FLASHES AN "X" AT
TWO ADJACENT LOCATIONS TO CONTROL
TWO LIGHT SENSORS:

REM DUAL FLASHER ROUTINE
CLS
FOR A = 1 TO 10
LOCATE 20, 50: PRINT "X"
LOCATE 20, 40: PRINT "X"
FOR N = 1 TO 1000: NEXT N
LOCATE 20, 50: PRINT "X"
LOCATE 20, 40: PRINT "X"
FOR N = 1 TO 1000: NEXT N
NEXT A
END

NOTE: THIS PROGRAM AND THE ONE ON
FACING PAGE WILL WORK WITH QBASIC IF
YOU PLACE A CONSECUTIVE NUMBER BEFORE
EACH LINE. (TRY 10, 20, 30, ETC. SO YOU
CAN INSERT NEW LINES LATER.)

MODIFYING THE SCREEN SYMBOL

LOCATE IS THE SIMPLEST COMMAND FOR
PLACING A CHARACTER AT A DESIRED PLACE
ON THE SCREEN. IF "X" OR OTHER KEYBOARD
CHARACTERS DO NOT PROVIDE ENOUGH LIGHT
OR CONTRAST TO ACTIVATE YOUR SENSOR,
INCREASE THE SCREEN BRIGHTNESS OR TRY USING
AN ASCII CHARACTER ACCESSIBLE BY THE CHR$-
STATEMENT. FOR EXAMPLE:

LOCATE 20, 20: PRINT CHR$(178)

PLACES A WHITE BOX ON THE SCREEN.
OTHER SUITABLE ASCII SYMBOLS INCLUDE:

- - 176 1 179 [+ - 216 [ 210 [ - 247 [ - 250
- - 177 [ 177 [ - 219 [ 223 [ - 250

SEE PROGRAM MANUALS FOR COMPLETE LIST.
**LIGHTNING SENSOR**

Use this circuit to detect distant flashes of lightning.

**THUNDERSTORM**

**SOLAR CELL**

**LENS**

Since a lightning bolt is a giant radio transmitter, a transistor radio can detect lightning. But the pops and crackles you hear do not reveal the direction of the lightning. This circuit indicates the general direction of lightning bolts during the day. When it may be too bright to see the flashes, at night it will detect distant lightning that may be too faint to see.

For best results, mount the solar cell behind a magnifying lens. A large plastic Fresnel lens such as the flat plastic lenses sold as page magnifiers works well. The lens will collect much more light than the solar cell alone, and it will make the sensor very directional.

**OPTIONAL LED OUTPUT.**

LED will flicker and flash in response to lightning.

To test, orient TV remote control unit at solar cell.

**CAUTION:**

Stay indoors when lightning is near.

To make a directional lightning sensor, cement a solar cell to the inside of each side of a clear square plastic box. Assemble four sensor circuits with an LED output (less 386 audio output stage) on a circuit board and install board and battery inside the plastic box. Select a different color (red, yellow, orange, and green) for each LED. Install the LEDs on the same side of the box so they can be seen from a distance. Mark each side of the box with the four compass directions (north, east, south, and west) and note the LED color for each direction. Place the sensor in an open field so that its north side faces north, and where you can see it from inside your house, color of flashing LED or LEDs will indicate the approximate direction of lightning bolts.
INFRARED SENSOR

A THERMISTOR IS A TEMPERATURE-SENSITIVE RESISTOR. INSTALL A THERMISTOR AT THE FOCAL POINT OF A FLASHLIGHT REFLECTOR TO DETECT INFRARED RADIATION FROM HEAT SOURCES.

INFRARED SWITCH

CONNECT BATTERY AND WAIT SEVERAL SECONDS TO ALLOW THERMISTORS TO STABILIZE. ADJUST R2 UNTIL LED JUST SWITCHES OFF. PLACE YOUR HAND NEAR REFLECTOR AND LED SHOULD TURN ON. A MATCH WILL TRIGGER THE CIRCUIT FROM UP TO 1 METER (ABOUT 3 FEET) OR MORE. NOTE THAT CHANGES IN AIR TEMPERATURE CAUSE EQUAL CHANGES IN T1 AND T2. BUT AN INFRARED SOURCE AFFECTS ONLY T1. TO ADD RELAY SEE SIMILAR CIRCUITS IN THIS BOOK.

INFRARED AMPLIFIER

THIS CIRCUIT WILL INDICATE THE PRESENCE OF A FLAME OR HOT SOLDERING IRON. THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE (V_{OUT}) INCREASES AS INFRARED INCREASES.

SET MULTIMETER TO 0-5 OR 0-10 VOLTS DC. ADJUST R1 UNTIL METER NEEDLE IS NEAR CENTER OF METER SCALE. AN INFRARED SOURCE WITHIN FIELD OF VIEW OF REFLECTOR WILL CAUSE THE METER NEEDLE TO DEFLECT UPWARD (TO RIGHT). REMOVE IR SOURCE AND THE METER NEEDLE WILL MOVE DOWNWARD (TO LEFT). CORRECT ALIGNMENT OF T1 INSIDE THE REFLECTOR IS IMPORTANT.

REFLECTOR ALIGNMENT

THE THERMISTOR MUST BE AT REFLECTOR FOCAL POINT. THE FOCAL POINT IS WHERE FILAMENT OF FLASHLIGHT BULB WOULD BE. LOOK INTO REFLECTOR AND SEE...
POLARIZED LIGHT

WAVES OF ORDINARY LIGHT VIBRATE IN MANY DIRECTIONS, PASSING THROUGH SOME MATERIALS. LIGHT WAVES THAT TRAVEL TO YOUR EYES FROM THE SKY BELOW VIBRATE IN ONLY SOME DIRECTIONS, IF THEY VIBRATE IN ONLY ONE DIRECTION, THE LIGHT IS POLARIZED!

UNPOLARIZED LIGHT — POLARIZED LIGHT

SUNLIGHT REFLECTED FROM WATER, ICE, GLASS AND METAL IS PARTIALLY OR EVEN COMPLETELY POLARIZED. SUNGLASSES WITH POLARIZING LENSES BLOCK THE GLARE OF REFLECTED SUNLIGHT, WHICH MAKES THEM POPULAR WITH PEOPLE WHO FISH OR SKI. THE SKY 90° AWAY FROM THE SUN IS PARTIALLY POLARIZED. YOU CAN SEE THIS YOURSELF WITH THE HELP OF POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.

THE MOST POLARIZED SECTION OF THE SKY APPEARS AS A DARK BAND WHEN VIEWED THROUGH POLARIZED SUNGLASSES. WITH YOUR BACK TO THE SUN, LOOK AT THE SKY 90° AWAY FROM THE SUN TO SEE THIS. THE POLARIZED BAND IS BEST SEEN NEAR SUNRISE OR SUNSET, WHEN IT IS STRAIGHT OVER YOUR HEAD, AND FORMS A NEARLY NORTH-SOUTH BAND.

SUNSET OBSERVER WITH POLARIZING SUNGLASSES

POLARIZED LIGHT SENSOR

POLARIZING FILTERS ARE AVAILABLE FROM CAMERA AND SCIENCE STORES, OR USE LENSES FROM INEXPENSIVE POLARIZING SUNGLASSES. CROSSING TWO POLARIZERS BLOCKS MOST LIGHT.

UNCROSSED — PARTIALLY CROSSED — CROSSED

THIS PRINCIPLE CAN BE USED TO MAKE SENSORS WHICH IGNORE ORDINARY LIGHT WHILE RESPONDING TO POLARIZED LIGHT.

PC1 & 2 - PHOTORESISTORS

LIGHT BLOCKED LIGHT

R2 - SENSITIVITY

PC1 PC2

R1 10K 1M

APPLICATIONS: ADD POLARIZER TO FLASHLIGHT AND USE FOR REMOTE CONTROL.

WHEN THE LIGHT LEVEL AT BOTH LIGHT SENSORS IS EQUAL, THE LED IS OFF. WHEN THE LIGHT IS PARTIALLY OR COMPLETELY POLARIZED SO THAT PC1 RECEIVES MORE LIGHT THAN PC2, THE COMPARATOR WILL SWITCH THE LED ON. SEE ELSEWHERE IN THIS BOOK FOR HOW TO ADD A RELAY TO CIRCUIT.
INTEGRATED LIGHT SENSORS

INTEGRATED LIGHT SENSORS COMBINE A LIGHT-SENSITIVE PHOTODIODE AND AMPLIFIER OR OSCILLATOR IN A MINIATURE PACKAGE WITH A BUILT-IN WINDOW OR LENS. SOME ARE ENCAPSULATED IN DYED PLASTIC THAT TRANSMITS NEAR INFRARED WHILE BLOCKING VISIBLE LIGHT.

LIGHT-TO-TONE SENSOR

- T.I. TSL235 OR SIMILAR
- USE TO MONITOR VIDEO DISPLAY, COMPUTER DRIVE LIGHT, OPEN DRAWERS, ETC.
- LAMP, LED, SUNLIGHT, FLAME, ETC.
- ULTRA-SIMPLE LIGHT-TO-TONE SENSOR
- BATTERY CLIP
- 9-VOLT BATTERY
- TSL 235
- TO PZ DISK
- TO +9 VOLTS
- TO PZ DISK AND GROUND
- ATTACH PZ DISK WITH 2-SIDED TAPE TAPE
- DARK TAPE ON TSL235 WILL REDUCE SENSITIVITY.

IR REMOTE CONTROL SENSOR

LED WILL GLOW OR PULSATE IF IR REMOTE CONTROL TRANSMITTER IS TRANSMITTING.

- TV OR STEREO REMOTE CONTROL
- T.I. TSL235 LIGHT-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERTER
- USE IN SUBLIUM LIGHT
- OK TO REPLACE LED WITH A PIEZOELECTRIC BUZZER ELEMENT
- R1 1K
- +3 TO +9 V

LIGHT-ACTIVATED RELAY

USE THIS CIRCUIT TO SENSE PEOPLE, OBJECTS, CARS, ETC. WORKS BEST AT NIGHT OR IN SUBLIUM LIGHT TO HELP BLOCK VISIBLE LIGHT PLACE PROCESSED COLOR PRINT FILM OVER TSL235.

- LAMP, LED, SUNLIGHT, ETC.
- HELP BLOCK ROOM LIGHT BY MOUNTING A TUBE OVER TSL235.
- THE COLOR PRINT FILM (SEE ABOVE) ACTS LIKE AN INFRARED FILTER.
OPTICAL LEVEL SENSORS

These optical level sensors have audible outputs. For best results, illuminate side of level vial with LED and place light sensor below vial. Install in light-tight box.

VARIABLE TONE LEVEL SENSOR

Tone changes distinctly when bubble is centered in level vial. Increase C1 to reduce frequency.

SWITCHED TONE LEVEL SENSOR

Adjust R3 until piezoelectric (PZ) buzzer sounds when bubble is centered in vial.